Monday Feb. 10th 1840

The same state of weather still continued and all nature seems to partake of the gloom that surrounds them. The college life things resemble and remind moments when we would rather appear to join the evul and roam these intellectual things. So twenty youths covering of this book is seen among some of the campus and striving as with the savage of the. So separate groups are assembled around the doors to eddy away as every hour in mirth and pleasant conversation. But all have returned to their respective rooms. Some perhaps guilty for an hour or two of Somnus abides easily engaged on the eligible page or selling his brain in endeavoring to solve some abstruse problem in astronomy or calculate. This useful occupation of time in acquiring a knowledge of circles lines and longitudes is thought by many to innumerate the minds to give it the acquirement for the nuptial and attention of ideas acquired in others and thus are we compelled to place our way through and come long into and elongate frame together and forming an idea or atomic without a single arrangement and inviting spot upon which to repose. It is a mistake which is the system of education and one that does a radical change. The student who has been in his mind the college formulas will find that he has been keeping up studies and forming a thousand hours from which he can draw no valuable products and while he is only accustomed to individual thoughts and emotions finds the base of a comb his companionship losing much in college. Honors is for antithesis in the race of human and destruction. The twenty were thin and want them nothing and can only turn away in sorrow for affection and regret and this policy. I know how making an anonymous publication alone. Baptizing it is very uniting but contains nothing worthy of particular mention.